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“Judge not” and “Judge for yourselves” 

Oliver O’Donovan 

The presenting question about the category of judgment is its ambivalence:  why is it an 

activity that we are sometimes warned against, sometimes encouraged to undertake?   To 

begin with, we must make some cursory observations on the scope of the term.    

Philologically, the word “judgment” suggests an activity undertaken by a public official.   

In all the languages, ancient and modern, that have contributed to, or been shaped by 

Judaeo-Christian culture (with the exception, unique so far as I know, of German) the 

abstract noun “judgment” is derived, as in English, from a verb meaning “to judge” and 

a concrete noun referring to the one authorised to be the subject of the verb, “the 

judge”.   In some langauges the verb generates the concrete noun (as in the Greek κρίνω, 

κρίτης, and the Hebrew  ָׁשַפט, ׁשֵֹפט  ); in others the concrete noun generates the verb (as in 

Latin iudex, iudicare).   But in all cases the abstract noun “judgment” speaks of the activity 

of the authorised person, the “judge”, and the function of the judge’s court.   Without 

doubt the political sense is basic.   (The German Urteil, which means a “determinative 

apportionment”, is no exception to that generalisation.)    

Yet already in antiquity the word “judgment” had extended its range in two directions.   

It had extended it outwards from the political to the public.   Judgment takes place not 

only in the court, but in society at large.   So in a Hebrew Proverb we read that reputation 

is what judges a man, as a crucible tests silver or a furnace proves gold (Prov. 27:7).   In 

Greek antiquity, meanwhile, the term had migrated from the courtroom inwards, 

acquiring a partly independent reference to thoughts formed in the mind.   The first 

person I know of who described this philological development and found it worthy of 

reflection was Thomas Aquinas, who devoted the six articles of question 60 in the 

Secunda secudae of the Summa Theologiae to the topic of judicium, asking first whether it was 

the “act of justice”.   He replied that it was, because strictly understood it referred to the 

act of a judge.   However, the primary sense of the word had been expanded, he noted, 

to include any act of reason, so that in the secondary sense judgment was an act of 

prudence.1   With this separation of the judgment of the mind from the judgment of the 

                                                
1   Summa Theologiae 2-2.60.1:  nomen judicii, quod secundum primam impositionem significat rectam 
determinationem iustorum, ampliatum est ad significandum rectam determinationemn in quibuscumque 
rebus, tam in speculativis quam in practicis…et sic judicium est actus rationis..   Sic ergo judicium est 
quidam actus justitiae sicut inclinantis ad recte judicandum, prudentiae autem sicut judicium 
proferentis.  
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court there went, of course, a loss of the reference to a restricted and authorised 

performance.   Just judgment is supremely in the power of a ruling authority, who has the 

responsibility of “putting his hand between us both”;  the wider sense of judgment as 

prudence lies in the competence of anyone who has a mind sufficient for it.2    

It is with this inward migration of the term that we shall be chiefly concerned in what 

follows, and our exploration may be seen as an annotation on Thomas’ discussion, which 

I begin by summarising.    

Judgment is not an Aristotelian term, but Thomas’ account of justice will, in general, be 

founded on Aristotelian categories, especially the distinctions between “general” and 

“special” justice and between “commutative” and “distributive” justice.3   Justice is 

situated in the architecture of the Summa as one of the four cardinal virtues which the 

world beyond the sphere of revelation could know and practice.   Judgment is, on the 

other hand, a biblical term, translating the Hebrew  ִׂשַּפטמ , which, though sometimes 

simply a term for justice, is most typically a noun of action.    In asking, therefore, 

whether judgment is “the enactment of justice”, Thomas asks, by implication, how the 

Aristotelian conception of justice as a virtue can be expanded to accommodate the 

Biblical conception of judgment as a performance.   With that expansion comes the 

question, equally biblical, of the moral character of this performance.   Looked at 

broadly, the long treatise on justice, containing sixty six questions (compared with ten on 

prudence, eighteen on courage, thirty on temperance), bears strong indications of a major 

reconstructive enterprise, Christianising and politicising Aristotle’s idea of justice as an 

individual virtue.   The first sign of this is given in the first question of the treatise (q. 57), 

which is de jure, “On right”, another non-Aristotelian term.   The question on judgment 

then follows prominently in fourth place, after two definitional questions on justice and 

injustice respectively.    

Situating the virtue within political community requires that Thomas focus more clearly 

than Aristotle could on the character of judgment as a public enactment.   Hence the first 

article, as we have seen, beginning from the problematically broad application of the 

term, establishes its central focus on the act of the judge.   Outside the paradigm use, he 

                                                
2    Ib. ad 1:  homo spiritualis…habet inclunationem ad recte judicandum ede omnibus secundum 
regulas divinas, ex quibus judicium per donum sapientiae pronuntiat;  ad 3: in his quae pertinent ad 
justitiam requiritur ulterius judicum alicujus superioris, qui utrumque valeat arguere et ponere manum 
suam in ambobus (Job 9:33);  ad 4:  ideo judicium quod importat definitionem justi pertinet ad 
justitiam secumdum quod est principaliori modo in praesidente.    
3   Q. 58.5,7 and q. 61.1.    Thomas’ incorporation of these two distinctions into an account of the body 
politic is another example of his bold reworking of Aristotle within the terms of Christian society.       
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declares, the term is applied by analogy to all kinds of correct determination, speculative 

or practical, and may be applied to acts of knowledge, love, and other virtues.   He turns, 

in the second article, to the biblical warnings against judgment.   These are concerned 

with the many temptations to mis-judgment, which happens not only by moral 

misperception of rights and wrongs, yielding “perverse judgment”, but by unauthorised 

assumption of the prerogative of judgment, “usurping judgment”, and by conclusions 

not grounded in sufficient certainty, “rash judgment”.   So seriously do these warnings 

restrict our right to judge, that Thomas has to devote a third article to showing that we 

can, in fact, sometimes have sufficient certainty to reach a judgement at all.    In the 

course of this he remarks that ungrounded suspicions entertained in the mind but not 

expressed in speech or action are like other kinds of inner temptation, such as lustful 

desire not expressed in fornication, so that the problem of misjudgment may be 

addressed in part by restraint in utterance.    

Given the problem of uncertainty, he asks in his fourth article whether it is more 

praiseworthy to judge with excessive generosity, assuming the best possible scenario 

which cannot always be true, than to seek veracity at the risk of being over-harsh.   He 

answers with typical finesse that in judging people it is better to err in that way, but in 

judging facts only veracity counts.   Someone lies dead with a dagger through his heart, 

and you can’t nuance that fact charitably, but only call it by its proper name.   But when 

you find out who did it, you may assume the most sympathetic motives that could have 

produced the action.   A fifth article then enters into the necessary place of written law in 

a judicial decision, which is, of course, to ensure that the decision is a collective, coherent 

one, reflecting the authoritative formulations of the community, and the sixth returns to 

where the first began, reemphasising that judgment is an act under political authority as 

well as of political authority, both authorised and authorising.    

Besides reflecting on this important discussion in Thomas, what follows may also be seen 

as self-annotation, for in my book The Ways of Judgment I proposed, as a definition of 

public judgment, that it was an act of moral discrimination, that pronounces upon a preceding act or 

existing state of affairs to establish a new public context.4   An act of moral discrimination, first of 

all, dividing right from wrong.   The pretension of judgment is to resolve moral 

ambiguity and to make the right and the wrong in a given historical situation clear to our 

eyes.   But since it is invoked in a situation of contested right and wrong, it clarifies not 

                                                
4    Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005, p.7 
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only what is right and wrong, but who.   Even when a judgment takes the form of a simple 

finding of fact, (e.g. the testator was of sound mind when the will was made), it 

establishes one party’s claim and sets aside another’s.   It is an intellectual act, and in the 

Hebrew Scriptures often appears as an expression of “wisdom” appropriate to a ruler.   

The famous story of Solomon and the two women (1 Kings 3:16-28) is intended to 

display how the wisdom conferred by God on princes resolves the obscurities of 

conflicting claims.     

In the second place, however, it pronounces upon a preceding act, or on an existing state of 

affairs brought about by action.   It is not anticipatory, occupying itself with what will be 

the case, but reflective upon a concrete reality that obtains already.   Nor is it deliberative, 

occupying itself with what is to be done.   There is a clear difference between a judgment 

and an arbitration.   When parties seek a creative resolution to a conflict and resort to an 

arbitrator, the successful outcome of the procedure is simply a plan to which they can all 

consent:  a wealthy person dies intestate, a division of the estate must be agreed on;  if 

the arbitrator comes up with a plan which all can accept, there is no further question to 

ask about what happened, who is in the right, and so on.   But a judgment has to reach a 

“verdict” (ueredictum), which is a truthful statement about some reality.   And this must be 

a concrete reality, not a generalisation.   It is not a “judgment” that the square on the 

hypoteneuse of an isosceles triangle equals the sum of the squares on the other two sides.   

Formally, judgment supposes a particular reference, so it may possibly be a judgment that 

this triangle is isosceles.    

In the third place judgment establishes a public context, a practical context in which 

succeeding acts, private or public, are to be performed.   The fact  that an act must be by 

definition retrospective does not mean that it must be undertaken without a forward-

looking deliberative object.   No human actions are ever undertaken without a 

deliberative object;  they differ, however, as to whether their objects are purely 

deliberative, “setting out on a journey” - or incorporate a reflective object, too.   The 

deliberative object of an act of public judgment is the securing of an order in which we 

may act and interact as members of a community.   Judgment aims not simply to be true, 

but to be valid.   The truth declared is meant to determine all future relations of right 

both for the contesting parties and for wider society.    

These three aspects constitute judgment as an act with a Janus-like aspect, looking 

backwards and looking forwards.   A public judgment pronounces retrospectively upon, 
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and determines prospectively for, actions within the community that authorises it.   Some 

acts performed by public authority are not acts of judgment because they make no 

reflective pronouncement:  the government signs a contract with one company rather 

than another, the Prime Minister appoints this politician rather than that to a cabinet 

post;  there is no suggestion that the disappointed company or minister have done 

anything wrong.   Some acts performed by public authority are not acts of judgment 

because they determine no future relations of public right:  the Secretary of State for 

Health issues warnings to the public about safe levels of drinking, but we have exactly 

the same discretion over how much we drink as we had before.   This double aspect 

makes judgment subject both to criteria of truth and criteria of effectiveness.    These two 

sets of criteria apply equally and at once to one and the same act.   A well-made judgment 

is a statement that is true, and as such a deed that has effective.    

This brief account of judgment as a public act I take to be the central and paradigmatic 

use of the term.   But it generates an extensive analogy of acts which are called judgment, 

both within the sphere of public performances, within the sphere of private 

communications, and within the sphere of interior thoughts.   When an employer 

conscientiously pays the proper Insurance contribution for an employee, he may be said, 

in a secondary sense, to make a “judgment” that this payment is required of him, 

corresponding to the “judgment” of the lawmakers, enshrined in employment law, which 

has made that payment due.   And we may speak, in a yet further analogy, of a 

“judgment” on the part of the employees’ association demanding that the employer pay.   

And why not also of judgments reached tacitly in the mind of a third party, a judgment 

that the employees’ association is right to demand the payment, a judgment that the 

employer is right to think it due, and maybe, even, a judgment that the legislators are 

right to require it? 

But when we follow the analogy of judgment through its migration into the mind of an 

observer, how much of the formal description we have given is still valid?   This much, at 

least, I would maintain.   The interior act of judgment is still Janus-faced, simultaneously 

retrospective and prospective, and that the prospective aspect is determinative, settling 

not simply what shall be, but what shall be right.   Unspoken private judgments are more 

than mere opinions about what is the case, and they are more than mere purposes, about 

what is to be brought about.   We “entertain” opinions, as we entertain passing guests;  

we also revise them and discard them.   But we are said to “form” judgments, as we are 

said to “form” purposes, and they become the scaffolding on which we proceed to erect 
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our further thoughts and actions.   We do not speak of “judgments” in connexion with 

purely speculative opinions, even opinions about concrete facts;  we speak of them when 

there is something we must settle practically, when we find ourselves having to take one 

side or another in an argument in order to find a position we can stand our ground upon.   

Yet we believe our judgments are true, as we do not believe our purposes are true.   

Judgments, we may say, are decided opinions, opinions we have resolved upon as we resolve 

upon an action, and we commit ourselves to them in such as way as to make them 

difficult to change.   We treat them as clear and unarguable foundations for further 

projects of thought and action, as ground which will bear our weight.    

So as the act of judgment migrates to the inner world of private thought, it brings with it 

something of its original public ambience;  the life of the mind comes to be conceived as 

a forum internum, an “inner courtroom”.   The courtroom is as such, of course, pure 

metaphor;  thought about thought depends on a repertoire of such images in order to get 

a purchase upon itself.   Yet metaphors differ in their ontological weight:  while some are 

avowedly pictorial, others are underpinned by real analogies.   This metaphor plays upon 

the real and constant interplay of interior and exterior discourse.   There are essential 

lines of connexion between the mind’s recognition of truth and the tongue’s public 

utterance of it.   The double application of the term “judgment” highlights the 

inseparable, if complex, connexions between the tasks of thought and the tasks of 

imposing a rational order upon public life.    

There is a second step in the inward migration of judgment, from intellectual act to 

intellectual power and to moral quality.   Judgment comes to refer to a virtue, which may 

be acquired, and perhaps lost, which may be given concrete expression in an act, but is 

supposed to be immanent in the subject.   Here we encounter most sharply the problem 

of the ambivalence of judgment, for while judgment as an act may be either good or bad, 

judgment as a moral quality is spoken of only in a favourable sense, while other 

dispositions in relation to judgment are referred to always unfavourably.   Unless I am 

mistaken, one does not call anyone “judgmental” without making a criticism (though to 

my surprise the New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary does not make this observation.)   

But when we talk of judgment as a virtue, and judgmental habits as vicious, what aspects 

of judgment do we praise or blame?   Judgment as a virtue is evidently related to the 

reflective side of the act of judgment;  one who displays judgment is praised for capable 

reflection, and since capable reflection is truthful reflection, no one has “judgment” who 

does not have a tendency, by and large, to discern the truths of contested states of affairs.   
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On the other hand, when we speak of proneness to judge as a vice, the determinative-

discriminative aspect is to the fore.   The judgmental person is not blamed for judging 

mistakenly, but for judging inopportunely (Thomas’ judicium temerarium) for trying to settle 

matters not ripe for settling, to discriminate between righteous and unrighteous where 

discrimination is not fitting, speaking when there is no call to speak, and so on.    

At this point we are ready to frame a hypothesis, which we shall qualify in the course of 

what follows.   It is this:  that since the offence of judgment lies in its determinative-

discriminative aspect, it is located in the public performance of judgment.   The judgment 

that occurs in the mind, on the other hand, as essentially reflective, is without offence.   

The critique of judgment, on this understanding, is focussed upon its public 

performance, the exercise of judgment in government.   It intends to impose stringent 

conditions, both of authorisation and of procedure, for the successful performance of 

judgment as a political act.   It gives voice to a concern about the over-juridicalisation of 

society - summum ius, summa iniuria, as the Ciceronian tag expressed it.   Freedom and 

peace require a restraint of the juridical fucntions of society, politically circumscribing the 

authority to perform it and the occasions for its performance. 

This hypothesis that may claim some support from what I wrote in The Ways of Judgment, 

where my interpretation of the warning against judgment was almost entirely focussed on 

distinguishing the sphere of political action from the wider field of public 

communications.   Marked out by the practice of judgment, politics was a “definite 

something”, with a defined beginning and a defined end.   The vis à vis of political life and 

social life requires that there is much in society besides judging.   “The ways of judgment 

are more specified than the ways of life, and the possibilities open to judgment are more 

limited than the possibilities of life….  Judgment is a special activity that must be taken 

up and put down;   there is a time for practising it and a time for abstaining from it.” 5  

To understand the notion of justice, I argued, we should be able to follow Aristotle in 

distinguishing a “general justice” over against a “special justice”, governed by special 

principles, the principles of ‘politics’.   Without a sense of this difference, as defined by 

the warning, “Judge not!” the notion of the common good became sucked into a political 

constructivism with no place for ordinary, human social communications, of food, 

wisdom, affection and so on, leaving no worthwhile mode of human cooperation except 

jurisdiction.   The corrective to this mistake lay in the role of the church, which was a 

                                                
5    p.32. 
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“post-political society”, refraining from judgment not because it is uninterested in it, but 

because it has felt the need for judgment, has cried to God for judgment, and has seen it 

revealed in Christ.    

With these contentions entered in my name, I have a certain obligation to examine this 

hypothesis.   But I did not presume to say that these considerations exhaust the warning 

against judgment.   The question remains open as to whether there is scope for an 

analogous warning, corresponding to the analogy of judgment, a warning addressed to 

the mental exercise of interior judgment.   This appears to be the view of Thomas 

Aquinas, who in listing the things that we are warned against in the saying “Judge not!” 

includes not only failures of authority and objective errors of justice, but failures of 

reason which can befall mental as well as juridical performances:  judgments about other 

peoples’ secret thoughts, for example, or about the acts of God, or judgments formed in 

bitterness.6   To test our hypothesis we must explore the nature of private judgment 

further, asking what force the idea of a court within the mind can have, and whether it 

invites the same kind of warning about the danger of swallowing everything into itself as 

the court in the public realm does.   And since the sources of the idea of a forum internum 

are originally theological, I need hardly apologise for pursuing this question, in keeping 

with my own engagements as a theologian, largely out of the Christian Scriptures.    

* 

“Judge not, that you be not judged”.   This famous apophthegm, forming part of the 

collection of teachings preserved in the Sermon on the Mount of Matthew’s Gospel, has 

at least three layers of context that we need to be aware of.   (1) In the first place it 

belongs to a series of remarks (Mat. 7:1-12) following the general form, “what we put in, 

we get out”.   “With the judgment you pronounce you will be judged,” its expansion 

runs, “and the measure you give will be the measure you get.”  A few lines later we have, 

“Ask, and it will be given you;  seek, and you will find;  knock, and it will be opened to 

you.”   And at the conclusion of the section:  “Whatever you wish that men would do to 

you, do so to them; for this is the law and the prophets.”   A fourth unit in the same 

section warns, “Do not give dogs what is holy, and do not throw your pearls before 

swine, lest they trample them under foot.”   In this instance what we put in is 

                                                
6   ST 2-2.60.2 ad 2:  Dominus prohibet judicium temerarium quod est de intentione cordis vel de aliis 
incertis, ut Augustinus dicit.  Vel prohibet ibi judicium de rebus divinis, de quibus, cum sint supra 
nos,non debemus judicare sed simpliciter ea credere, ut Hilarius dicit.   Vel prohbiet judicium quod 
non fit ex benevolentia, sed ex animi amaritudine, ut Chrysostomus dicit.   
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indifference to the aptness of our communications to time and circumstance, what we 

get out is a corresponding indifference to their value. 

The discouragement of judgment fits very well with a general motif familiar in ancient 

traditions of moral teaching, raising the challenge of objectivity in the face of a sense of 

privileged uniqueness which accompanies the unreflective perspective of the agent.   It 

invites us by an act of imaginative reversal to see ourselves, the subject of our acts, as 

their object, and to see the objects of our acts as potentially the subject of similar acts 

towards ourselves:  the neighbour as the self, the self as the neighbour’s neighbour.   But 

this motif can be deployed in a variety of ways, and in the context of the Sermon on the 

Mount it is more than an invitation to practice an imaginative reversal.   It is associated 

with a definite prediction of future judgment.   The reversal of roles is not a thought-

experiment, but a coming act of God, which will overturn the existing state of affairs on 

which we rely.   That theme dominates the first unit of the Sermon, the famous series of 

blessings on the oppressed which we call the Beatitudes, and it forms its conclusion in 

the parable of the two houses built on rock and sand.   The saying about judging, then, 

treats judgment as a status that is bound to be inverted.   The relative positions of judge 

and judged will be turned through a hundred and eighty degrees, and events will judge all 

judgments. 

There is a third and further layer of context which makes the judge an especially telling 

example of the threat of reversal.   Public truth has a perilous standing in the light of the 

radical future which God’s purposes will realise.   The judge’s role is exposed not only 

because it is, like any role, reversible, but because it is public.   The privileged position of 

the secret is a recurrent theme in the recorded teachings of Jesus.   The parable of the seed 

growing secretly (Mark 4:26-9) is a decisive key to Jesus’ teaching on the Kingdom of 

God.   What God’s plan intends has not yet appeared, but it shall.   Realities that seem 

beyond question are liable to revision and disproof.   Christian thought is often 

characterised as suspicious of public illusion.   But it is a very different suspicion from 

that reserve in the face of appearances which historians of philosophy have typically 

attributed to the influence of Plato.   There is no permanent dichotomy of inner truth 

and the outward illusion.   Rather, the inner truth makes its way inexorably towards a 

final emergence into outward view, when illusion shall be dispelled.   “Nothing is hidden, 

that shall not be revealed” (Mark 4:22).    There is not one realm of appearances, but two, 

that of the present and that of the future.   The confidence that the future will bring all to 

light throws the present appearance into doubt.   That is the ground for treating public 
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authority as supremely exposed to the warnings of reversal:  Another and more final 

authority is shortly to appear, and occupy the public realm.    

This critique of the public sphere is not focussed exclusively upon the agency of 

government.   If for the modern political imaginary whatever is not private is political, 

and government is the supreme bearer of public meaning, in Jesus’ imaginary the public 

space was more richly and variously populated.   Rulers and princes jostled for authority 

alongside landowners, rich merchants, holy men and teachers.   The most faithful 

interpreter of the Sermon on the Mount among New Testament writers, that “James” 

who authored a short general letter, applied these warnings first and foremost to those 

with intellectual authority.   One should not, he urged, be in any hurry to occupy a 

teaching role and “be judged with greater strictness”.   The power of public speech, 

terrifyingly full of danger to self and others, incurs vast responsibilities (3:1-12).   Like 

Jesus, James is concerned especially with negative speech.   We are not to call our brother 

“fool”, the one warns us (Mat. 5:22);  we are not to “disparage” one another, writes the 

other (James 4:11).      

To judge publicly is to discriminate between parrties, making a clear distinction between 

those who are, and those who are not, justified.   Somebody leaves every courtroom 

humiliated.   That is what gives the act of public judgment its dangerous aspect.   And 

since, as Christians have believed, no condemnation of ours can be final, since the 

judgment of every judgment has been reserved for the time of God’s great reversal, there 

is a peril in judging, in that one presumes to humiliate someone whom God may 

vindicate.   The division made for all practical and public purposes between the innocent 

and the guilty, the resolution of ambiguities in epistemic conditions that do not allow of 

any easy resolution, these constitute false pretences to the role of God.   The critique of 

judgment, then, is essentially a sceptical critique, a denial of the possiblity of knowing 

everything that a truthful judgment needs to know.    

Precisely this scepticism about exterior judgment motivates the turn from exterior to 

interior.   It is within the mind that a certain human competence to judge rightly can be 

ascertained and defended.   Augustine, to whom we owe much of the exploration of 

interior judgment in the Western tradition, is typical in finding possibilities of certainty in 

the conditions of consciousness itself - a line of thought notoriously extended in a later 

age by Descartes.   True thought reached out from those central certainties, which 

generated, but did not conclude, interrogations about the world and its realities.   Interior 
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judgment is a comprehensive, presiding, surveying activity which embodies a sense of 

future time and possibility in a knowledge that its objects are contingent and changing.   

The conditions of true judgment included a sense of inward necessity and awareness of 

the reality of God.   The right place for judgment to be exercised was in prayer, where 

the discourse of the mind with the voice of God became explicitly dialogical, and the 

secret thoughts of the heart could be corrected by the promptings of the Holy Spirit.7   

But if true judgment exposed the secrets of one’s own heart, it also produces a 

thoroughgoing realism about the inaccessibility of others’ secret thoughts.   No one in 

the ancient world wrote more eloquently about the exposed and hazardous and exposed 

position of the judge sitting in court.8    

We may know, and reflect on, the judgment of God that will be given upon our own 

judgments.   That is the logic of the inward migration.   Not that we may know all that 

God in his judgment knows, of course, but we may know the difference between what 

we can know and what only he can know.   The inner space, which in the Hebrew 

Scriptures had been primarily a space of deliberation, a place where dangerously inverted 

people denied the all-seeing rule of God and planned to overthrow the public order of 

right (“The fool hath said in his heart…”, Psa. 14/53), now comes to include a great deal 

of reflection on reality.   That is why, as is often noticed, the inner space bulks larger in 

Christian thought about thought, accommodating within itself all the possible reflective 

content of moral knowledge.   But why is it a judgment, and not merely a reflection?   

Why is the inner space not simply a cavernous storehouse, as it was famously depicted by 

Augustine, but a forum?9 

First of all, it is because the content of the reflection is evaluative.   Its task is to “value the 

things that matter most” (δοκιµάζειν τὰ διαφέροντα), as Saint Paul expressed it (Phil. 

1:10).   The inner space is not cut off from practical reason, but assembles the resources 

of  moral appreciation that will provide an adequate foundation for it.   In the second 

place, the turn from the exterior to the interior is already, as we saw Thomas observe, an 

act of restraint.   Restraint is action, not only inaction.   In transplanting the act of 

judgment out of the sphere of action into the sphere of reflection, it avoids judging by 

means of a definite and resolute judgment.   The inward migration of judgment is 

                                                
7    The influence of  1 Cor. 2:15 (“The spiritual man judges all things, but is judged of no one”) runs 
throughout Augustine’s handling of the topic.   I must acknowledge my obligation to the work of Ron 
Haflidson on Augustine’s handling of this theme from his youth to his maturity.     
8    City of God 19.6. 
9    Confessions 10.  
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therefore not an abandonment of judgment, but a mutation of it in the light of God’s 

future judgment, enriching and focussing the human power to judge.    

This reflective turn is essentially a turn to knowledge of the self.   “Why do you not judge 

what is right for yourselves?”  Jesus asked on one occasion (Lk. 12:57).   Judging “for” 

yourself is the best that the English translators could do with ἀ�᾿ ἑ���ῶ�, “out of 

your own resources”, and so make the point, as the parable that illustrates it shows, that 

instead of waiting for God to judge what we have done, we may anticipate it by acting 

differently in the light of it.   We make friends with our accuser before he takes us to 

court, we pay our debts before they are exacted from us, repair our broken relations they 

catch up with us.   So judging “out of our own resources” is judging ourselves, arraigning 

our projected acts before the seat of divine judgment.   The relation to the self is no 

longer immanent, as when we act with a sense of certainty or confidence, but reflective, 

and not only reflective but reflexive, turned in a focussed attention to ourselves, 

assuming an objective view of ourselves that may approximate, at least, that which 

belongs to God, whose knowledge of us is the basis of our self-knowledge.  

This analogy between self-knowledge and God’s knowledge is one reason for retaining 

the term “judgment” for this inward act of restraint.   In its negative form, “Judge not, 

that you be not judged!”, it may seem to allow a strategy of passive avoidance, screening 

out every judgmental thought or word from the mind or tongue, resolutely believing the 

best about everybody all the time, and, when evidence points the other way, not wanting 

to know.   Whether that psychological strategy is really possible, or whether every policy 

of “see no evil, hear no evil, speak no evil” reaches a breaking point where judgment 

rushes in like a storm-tide through a broken dyke, I do not presume to say.   What is 

certain is that that strategy has no place for self-knowledge, but is motivated by fear of 

self-knowledge.   But what is urged upon us negatively and passively in the warning “that 

you be not judged”, is urged on us as a positive demand in the question “Why do you 

not judge for yourselves?”   We are bound to develop this reflexive-judicial inner view of 

ourselves.  

But this self-knowledge is qualified as a knowledge of time.   A judgment must be 

appropriate to the moment of its making, timely  and opportune, and that condition 

applies to thoughts which take on the character of judgment by reaching some kind of a 

concrete conclusion.   The knowledge of time is, for beings who exist and act in time, a 

concrete knowledge.   We know any time either as “now” or as a future or past in a 
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certain relation to “now”.   1776 is not for us, as for Lincoln, fourscore and seven years 

ago.   2050 is for us, but was not for our grandparents, within the lifetime of those now 

born.   We know both those times differently, and we know ourselves differently in 

relation to those times.   Knowing time and knowing self are closely intertwined.   To 

know when, is to know the here and now that comprises our own sphere of memory and 

possibility.   So to make a judgment, even a mental judgment, as a timely act, is to 

introduce a reference to our subjective knowledge of ourselves.   A judgment aims to 

reach a true conclusion about an objective reality, to be sure, but it does so in relation to 

the here-and-now of  the one who forms it.   And if it is a true judgment, its truth must 

include a truth about that here-and-now - whether it affords a point of view from which 

a judgment on that object can be reached.   The self-knowledge which brings us to the 

recognition of our own liability to judgment, may entail a further recognition of our 

unfitness to judge here and now.10   The truth of any judgment includes the truth of its 

subject-object relation.   To say, “I cannot tell” may be the truest judgment on an object 

available to us, true, at least, in its grasp of the inaccessibility of the object to any 

conclusion from this particular vantage-point.   If a judgment implies a falsehood about 

the position of the one who makes it, no objective truth it may pretend to speak can be 

more than very equivocally true.   In the famous saying of Jesus about the accusers of the 

adulterous woman, “Let him who is without fault among you cast the first stone” (John 

8:1-11), the reason for suspending judgment was the unfitness of the judges to 

pronounce it, a condition which, in his radical application, appeared to be universal.   We 

should be clear how wide the scope of Jesus’ remark really is.   We are commonly 

reminded of it, and appropriately, when capital punishment is discussed, and sometimes, 

not inappropriately, when sexual faults are discussed, but its implications extend to lesser 

scales of criminal judgment, to civil judgments, even to those informal judgments that 

may seem essential to the workings of our institutions, such as the granting or refusal of 

bank-loans, the grading of students’ examinations, and so on.    

Of the two criteria we identified for public judgment, then, interior judgment is subject 

not only to the first, the criterion of truth, as any act of cognition must be, but to the 

second, that of effectiveness.   A judgment may be ineffective by being ill-timed, even if 

there is no moment at which it is given spoken expression.   Simply as a conclusion 

reached in the mind, it determines our attitudes and limit our further enquries, leaving us 

                                                
10  Cf. ST 2-2.60.1 ad 1.  Aliud autem est dispositio judicantis, ex qua habet idoneitatem ad recte 
judicandum.  
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no room for revision and new discovery in the light of further experience.   “Do not 

judge before the time!” (1 Cor. 4:5), St. Paul warns us.   Even if there is an element of 

restraint in keeping our judgment to ourselves, yet it is still an act of making up the mind, 

of coming to a resolution.   That is why we cannot be content with the hypothesis we 

first proposed, that internal judgment is not liable for the offence of which public 

judgment is capable.   It is still possible for a mind to rush precipitately to conclusions, 

and thus prejudice its subsequent reflection on experience.   Not every faulty judgment is 

a prejudiced judgment.   We tend, by the very nature of our learning, to get a great deal 

wrong before we begin to get a few things right, and that is eminently true of our 

knowledge of ourselves.   Yet we can  open ourselves to learning more, or we can close 

ourselves against it.   “Prejudice” means invoking closure on our course of learning at the 

wrong moment, before we are in a position to do so.    

Knowledge of self and knowledge of time:  as a thought-experiment we may imagine 

these elements of knowledge supervening upon a state of mind from which they are 

wholly absent.   Let us call this state of mind “the moral point of view”.   It is not, in all 

probability, a state of mind we can attribute to anyone all the time, but it is one which we 

can recognise ourselves as having occupied at some time.   It arises from the perception 

of good and evil in the world, the order God has made and the opportunities that order 

affords us, both for fulfilment and for destruction.   It does not treat the world as value-

free, but embraces it as good, at the same time as it shuns the evils that mar it.   It knows 

birth as good, death as evil, joyfulness as good, hunger as evil, kindness as good and 

harshness as evil.   Such a view of the world in its grand moral lines, with its orderly 

goods and disorderly evils, is entirely positive so far as it goes, but it goes no further than 

the generic categories.   Particular actions and events fit into the moral point of view only 

as they are classified as typical instances of well-known categories.   This morality is, as 

we have dubbed it, a “point of view”.   It occupies a position like that of a spectator in 

the theatre or the football-stadium, surveying what unfolds, living by contemplation of 

others’ lives.   The power of experience is poured into tears and laughter, cheers and 

denunciations, manifold appreciations of the ebb and flow of typical events which stage 

themselves before the eyes of the onlooker, anger, sorrow, delight, amusement, all 

blending into an affective world-experience that is essentially aesthetic rather than 

agential.   Knowledge of the world swallows up the knowledge of the moment of living.    

The reason that everything in the moral point of view is generic, nothing particular, is 

that understanding the moral meaning of a particular involves an experience of ambiguity 
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and moral irresolution which can arise for us only as we do our own living, when what 

we encounter is not a recognisable instance of a well known good or evil, but a next 

thing, different from all previous things, requiring interpretation ab initio in active 

engagement - our own and not someone else’s, at this point of time and not earlier or 

later.   The interpretation of any particular is achieved, of course, by understanding it in 

terms of the various kinds to which it belongs, but to encounter it as a particular is not to 

encounter it as a unit of meaning ready interpreted, but as a still unanswered question, 

and to encounter it not in the wide world over which we cast our comprehensive gaze, 

but before our feet, on the very ground we are stepping onto, requiring a focussed and 

concentrated attention.      

The happy state of the moral point of view is liable to be broken into even if we do not, 

of our own reflection, penetrate beyond it.   Self-knowledge, if not cultivated, bursts in 

upon us unforewarned in the form of acutely uncomfortable self-consciousness.   We 

become aware of our acting self through the peremptory voice of conscience which 

seems to speak with immediate certainty about ourselves and to impose an immediate 

judgment.   If we are wise, we shall recognise that such self-knowledge is by no means 

complete, and that that judgment is by no means well-formed.   We shall still need to 

enquire about ourselves with care, and to take note of truths about ourselves other than 

those which our sudden self-consciousness brings to our notice.   We shall need to win 

an objective view of what we have been and done.   But that demands interrogation and 

thought, not only about ourselves but about other people with whom we have interacted.   

It demands that we understand ourselves through our likenesses to other people and 

through our unlikenesses to them.   All of which we may be too lazy or too frightened to 

engage on.   What if we do not take up this task of questioning ourselves, but remain 

stuck in the contradiction between our observer’s view of the world and the painful 

immediacy of our self-awareness?   There is only one way of resolving this tension other 

than by seeking true knowledge of ourselves, which that is to project the painful 

awareness of ourselves back upon the moral order we are accustomed to contemplating.   

We mistake the immediate judgment conscience has suggested to us as a general truth 

about the objective world.   What we refuse immediately in ourselves we mistake as a 

typical reality in the world, and judge others with the same immediacy as we are tempted 

to judge ourselves.     

We are speaking of what is often called “projection”.   It may make the phenomenon 

clerarer if we draw out a contrast between projection and sympathy.   Sympathy is a way 
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of learning to see others as ourselves, imagining that we were in their place, and is an 

essential part of understanding others’ moral agency.   The question of another’s reasons 

for acting, “Why did he do that?”  has always to be passed through the filter of a 

question about ourselves:  “Why might I, if situated otherwise than I am, do that?”   But 

this is a form of enquiry;  it requires probing and learning;   it is not an immediate 

delivery of insight.   If we pursue the question why Macbeth murdered Duncan, we come 

to an answer only as we learn something we never knew about the circumstances that 

might drive us, too, to treachery.   It is not simply a question of illuminating Macbeth 

from our own experience, but of illuminating ourselves from Macbeth’s experience.   We 

never simply occupy Macbeth’s skin, see through Macbeth’s eyes.   The insight that is 

delivered by sympathetic engagement with his history is the sketching of another history, 

in which we, and not Macbeth, are the agents.  That is the nature of good sympathy, 

which preserves the difference between one and another agent, even as it teases out the 

likenesses.    

One who has sought the fuller reflective self-knowledge which understands that there are 

differences as well as likenesses, does not waste time judging the actions of others, except 

when they intersect directly with the practical moment that he or she has to face.   If 

there is a question of doing justice or doing charity, there may be need for a decision, 

however inadequate, about someone else’s deeds; otherwise, why judge?   One, on the 

other hand, who brings to others’ acts a projection of the immediate judgment of self-

consciousness absorbs the agency of others, treats it as an extension or reflection of his 

or her own practical instincts, praises or criticises as a surrogate for affirming or 

restraining him or herself.   In matters of sex this pattern of misjudgment is generally well 

recognised.   Bathsheba takes off her clothes to bathe, quite decently.   David, happening 

to observe her and unable to distinguish her actions from his own - an archetypically 

monarchical problem! - has the illusory sense of being involved, as though she were 

taking off her clothes for him.   So he stumbles on the potential for adultery lurking within 

himself, and accepts or rejects that potential by projecting it upon her:  he has her 

stoned, or else he seduces her.   The first outcome we would commonly describe as 

“judgmental” or as “moralism”.   The second may be quite as judgmental, in fact, since in 

seeking Bathsheba’s collusion for a rejection of the demands of honest and loyal 

behaviour, he projects his own (possible but unrealised) censure of the deed upon society 

and its norms.    
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Underlying the judgment of projection there is a terror of losing control of our agency.   

We behave as though by pouring judgments into the air as riotously as rifle-fire we could 

bring ourselves under control.   In most informal social contexts we dislike judgmental 

behaviour intensely.   It is interesting, however, that in certain more formal public 

contexts - politics and religion are the prime examples - we affect to admire it, and treat 

those who judge other people’s faults with most severity and the least insight as specially 

honourable, demonstrating high “ideals”, as we like to say.   In this way we acknowledge 

the tendency in ourselves to project judgments upon the world in general, and seek to 

keep a space open for it.   It is an indication of the extent to which the political and 

religious realms are alien to us.   We do not really believe in political and religious actors 

as human actors;  they become bearers of demonic possibilities, fit objects for the 

projection of all that we idolise and fear within our own practical powers.    

The warning against judgment is a warning against a moral point of view which can 

become dangerously restful.   The turn to the self is not simply a turn to moral reflection, 

but a resolute focussing of moral reflection upon our own agency and our responsibility to 

act.   Reflection is to be ordered to deliberation - that is the implication of “judging for 

ourselves”.   “Today if you will hear his voice, harden not your hearts”, warned the 

ancient Psalm (95:7).   There is a task of today, “each day while it is still called today”, as 

the earliest Christian commentator on the Psalm wrote (Heb. 3:13), that of bringing 

reflection to bear upon ourselves, opening the way to act.   To luxuriate in a reflective 

view of the moral world is to lose sight of our own agency and its outstanding tasks.   To 

warn against judgment is to warn against that worst of all possibilities of self-loss.   

* 

Let us draw these explorations to a close.   A warning against judgment is a warning 

against premature closure of enquiry.   The work of enquiring thought is a work of 

empirical and reflective reason, gathering information about contingencies, exploring 

their meaning discursively, overcoming perspectival limitations, and the greater the 

object, the greater the work.   To reach the point of judgment is to put an end to that 

work, to prescind from what might fruitfully be explored further.   That such moments 

should be reached is, of course, an indispensible condition of practical existence.   That 

they should dominate the public realm is an inevitable implication of the infinite 

possibilities for concealment.   No common life would be possible were all open 

questions to be held as open indefinitely.   So public judgment, like death, is one of the 
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unnegotiable necessities of mortal life;  but like death, it must be approached nervously 

and with a sense of inadequacy (cum humilitate et timore), and taken up only as required by 

the position we find ourselves in (si necessitas judicandi immineat propter officium).11   Properly 

undertaken it appears as a diversion from, not a fulfilment of, our human potential.   

And when the juridical function comes to be seen as the whole content of public life, as 

in the universalised culture of “rights”, it becomes unbearably oppressive.    

Yet it is the logic of enquiring thought that demands open questions to be kept open.   And 

it is the inherent tension between enquiring thought and practical decisiveness that gives 

judgment its aspect of tragic necessity.   That is why the shadow of judgment is cast 

beyond the paradigm case of political life onto every situation where thought and action 

can be in tension, even into the interior life of the mind, in that there, too, decisions may 

be made, and reflection cut short.   If the warning against judgment could not be applied 

right across the spectrum, it would raise a question about the analogy of judgment itself.   

Judgment may occur wherever reflection is cut short, and wherever reflection is cut 

short, presumptuousness and immaturity can misdirect thought.    

Yet to these cautions typical of the tradition of ancient wisdom the message of the 

Gospels has something positive about judgment to add, for it speaks of a final destiny in 

judgment which is not simply a negative horizon but a promise.   Judgment as an 

eschatological event is not confined to the activity of God himself, but the saints and the 

redeemed are associated with him in it:  “You shall sit on twelve thrones, judging the 

twelve tribes of Israel” (Lk. 22:30).   The inner tension in the human mind between 

reflection and decision is offered a horizon of fulfilment.  “The spiritual man judges all 

things, and is judged of none,” as Saint Paul wrote.   Fulfilment must never be seized 

hold on preemptively; it has to be reached slowly, in the time appointed for it.   So we are 

summoned back from the apocalyptic viewpoint to the moment that confronts us now, 

where our view is not universal and our decisiveness still wrestles against our 

reflectiveness.   But we may anticipate it.   We may, we are encouraged to believe, engage 

in a judgment that is already timely, a judgment focussed upon ourselves and our 

immediate practical situations.   World and time are already offered to us as reconciled in 

the gift of a self that may act.   The opportunity for self-judgment offers a mediation 

between the poles of reflection and decision, expanding our understanding precisely as 

we focus it upon the tasks we have been given to perform.    

                                                
11    ST 2-2.60.2 ad 3. 
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